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Timestamp What did you think was aWrite/ask one question aHow did the digital phot

12/2/2020 19:39:04 I think answering each otWhy the US is not a holi It helped me to realize h

12/2/2020 19:39:53 Connecting and understanHow did you get the KoreaIt allowed us to understa

12/2/2020 19:40:01 Learning from others whoWhat will education in K It gave me some ideas for

12/2/2020 19:40:38 We were able to consider Are they all learning in I was able to hear how it 

12/2/2020 19:49:04 I learned a lot about Ko I cannot think of any queI got different ideas of 

12/2/2020 19:59:02 We learned so much about  Did they mention that eaThey gave me new ideas 

12/2/2020 20:17:53 I learned about the simi Does Korea use a hybridI’m looking at our photo 

12/2/2020 20:24:31 We learned so much about  Did they mention that eaThey gave me new ideas 

12/2/2020 20:59:01 I loved it! It was great t So no one in Korea is anI got to see different (di

12/3/2020 7:00:59 It was so interesting to hear the answers they hadIt was a great way to thi

12/3/2020 8:20:38 I thought today was amaziI guess what I can’t grasIt was nice to get differ

12/3/2020 15:42:01 I thought today was amaziI guess what I can’t grasIt was nice to get differ

12/3/2020 21:44:09 I think that we were ableAre schools in Korea overI think that it opened my



Do you have any suggestions for how today's international networking could have been improved?

It went very well, I would encourage doing it more often! 

This was great, thank you

It was awesome!

I was surprised when I was asked to find something to represent my culture. I wish I had known ahead of time. 

Do this more often! It was so much fun! I learned so much more than I could have though! Thank you for setting that up for us! 

No, I loved it! 

I would love to speak with them more if we can! I really enjoyed learning about Korean culture and teaching in Korea. I would love to know more about the curriculum and values in Korea. Thank you! ☺  

No, I loved it! 

Everything went great, thanks for setting this up! 

No

As I said, I thought everything went very smoothly and it was one of the most interesting and exciting things I’ve been able to be apart of this year! 

As I said, I thought everything went very smoothly and it was one of the most interesting and exciting things I’ve been able to be apart of this year! 

I think that it went awesome. An idea that would help further continue our learning is maybe doing pen pals or have some sort of system that keeps us in touch to be updated on and update a student from Korea on any changes or new technology/ideas. 
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